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Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM)
• Gravity
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• Grand Unified Theories (GUTs)





➡ Extends SM by new symmetries (not relevant for this analysis)
Theoretical motivation
Large Hadron Collider
• Beam divided in 2808 bunches containing around 1.2 ⨉ 1011 protons

• Produced proton-proton collisions at up to √s = 14 TeV and 
frequency of 40 MHz









Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2302977
p pEvent




































• Not shown: hadronization of quarks causes „jets“ which can fake particles
Analysis of Dilepton Final States
• All processes apart from fake background can be estimated with Monte-
Carlo (MC) simulations

• Fake background is estimated with data-driven approach

• Invariant mass is used as discriminant variable (m2 = E2 - p2)

• Comparisons between data and MC simulations reveal new phenomena
Signal Process
Background Processes
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• In a counting experiment the observed data is distributed 
according to a Poisson distribution

• If d is the number of observed events in data and b the number 
of expected background events the probability describing the 
discrepancy between d and b can be expressed via
• The bins in the invariant mass spectrum are scanned with 
windows of diﬀerent widths





• Dielectron: largest discrepancy at around 2.4 TeV with local p-value of 2.7σ

• Dimuon: largest discrepancy at around 1.3 TeV with local p-value of 1.4σ
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Exclusion Limits
• Up to which mass can a resonance be exclude with a certain 
credibility?

• A MC simulation of signal process is used to estimate the 
expected number of background and signal events n

• The following likelihood can be constructed where Θ is the 
signal strength and u the uncertainties
• However, the interesting quantity is

• Integration over uncertainties
Exclusion Limits
• Intersection of theoretical cross section and observed limit define lower 
limit on Z’ mass (credibility interval of 95%)

• The E6-motivated model yields a limit of 4.06 TeV







































• The SM is not complete

➡ New physics has to be out there 
• Presented the ATLAS experiment at the LHC  
• Showed some details of the analysis of dilepton final states

• Statistical interpretation of the invariant mass spectrum has 
been presented

• Exclusion limits have been derived
